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1. Introduction 

 

The main aim of this assignment is to develop a website to manage student records of a learning 

centre. In order to do this it will be implemented the use of PHP to connect to a server with a MYSQL 

database installed. PHP will allow to retrieve data from the database and to display it on the 

website. 

Most of the effort for this assignment has been focused on the functionality that will enable the 

website administrator to be capable of inserting, deleting and updating all the information of the 

database. All this functionality and some other will be explained in next Chapters. Although, there 

has been implemented some basic security. 

 

The “University Student Records” website consists of four main sections: 

 Home 

 Units 

 Students 

 Courses 

The home page will display a welcome message and the login form for the administrator (figure 1). 

 

Note that the login and logout features were included in the last minute; therefore the 

screenshots will look slightly different. For example the logout does not appear in the navigation 

bar. 

Figure 1 

  
 

Note that zoom has been applied where possible in order to display a clearer and more readable 

screenshots. The layout of the whole website is uniform. 

Note that the code has been modified after writing the report, so it looks clearer and better 

commented 
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2. The Database  

 

The database has suffered several modifications due to some problems encountered and features 

that had to be implemented for a more realistic and functional website. 

 

The main modification has been the inclusion of a relation to keep the student attendance 

information.  Some other relationships have been included.  For example, a relationship one-to- 

many was needed between course and student in order to identify the students in the course. 

Before this modification, it was possible to link a student to a course through the unit table and its 

link tables. However, this did not work since a unit can be in many courses. 

 

Another modification has been the inclusion of a table for the users of the website. 
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2.1. Database Entity Relationship Diagram 
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3. The Basic Website Navigation 

 
This chapter explains the basic web navigation of the main pages. 

 

3.1. Students 

This page will display all the students (Id and full name) of the learning centre (Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2 

 
 

 

It is possible to take 4 different directions from this page: 

 Detail 

 Update 

 Add 

 Delete 

 

The detail page will show extra information from the student such as email and address. The other 

three options allows to update, add and delete an student to the learning centre. 
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3.2. Units 

 

This page allows to check with units are available in the centre. It displays the Unit ID, name and 

Credits (Figure 3). 

 

 

It is possible to take 4 different directions from this page: 

 

 Update  

 Add 

 Delete 

 Add Student to Unit 

 Add Professor to Unit 

 

 

Figure 3 
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3.3. Courses 

This is the most important page of the website, where the majority of the functionality of the 

website can be managed (Figure 4). 

 

It is possible to take 5 different directions from this page: 

 Units 

 Students 

 Update 

 Add Course 

 Delete Course 

 

Figure 4 

 
 

 

Unlike the general Units page, the Units option in this context displays the units that a specific 

course has. For example Computing with Networking will not show Database Systems 2 which is 

exclusive of Business Computing (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5 

 
 

 

The same as Units, Students in this context shows which students a determined course has (Figure 

6). 

 

 

Figure 6 

 
 

 

 

The other three options allow to update, to add and delete students. 
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4. PHP Functionality 

 

This section will explain the main features developed with PHP. 

 

4.1. Security 

A very important feature of a website that will prevent unauthorised people to manipulate the 

website is a log in system. 

 

The home page includes a login form in which the user will have to enter username and password to 

start using the website (Figure 7). 

 

Figure 7 
<?php 

//require the header 

require_once('header.php');  

echo "<p>Welcome to the online university management website. Log in to 

have access.</p> 

 

<h2>Log In</h2>   

   <form class='form' name='login' action='logincheck.php' method='post'> 

      <p><label for='username'>Name:</label><input type='text' 

name='username'></input></p> 

      <p><label for='password'>Password:</label><input type='password' 

name='password'></input></p> 

      <p><input type='submit' name='submit' value='login' id='form-

submit'></input></p> 

 </form>"; 

 

//require the footer 

require_once('footer.php');  

?> 
 

 

When the user submits the username and password, the page logincheck.php will check that there is 

a username with that password in the database (Figure 8). 

If the username and password matches with the data in the database, the user will be sent to the 

displaycourse.php page to start the session. Otherwise, the user will be sent to the index.php page 

to log in again. 
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Figure 8 
<?php 

session_start(); 

require_once('dbcon.php');  

 

$username = $_POST['username']; 

$password = $_POST['password']; 

 

 

$result = mysql_query("SELECT * FROM webuser WHERE Username 

='".$username."'AND Password='".$password."'"); 

if (!$result) { // add this check. 

    die('Invalid query: ' . mysql_error()); 

} 

 

$row = mysql_fetch_array( $result ); 

 

if ($row != null) 

  { 

   $_SESSION['username'] = $row['Username'];    

   header('Location: displaycourse.php'); 

   exit(); 

  } 

else 

  { 

   header('Location: index.php?showerror=1'); 

 exit(); 

  } 

?> 
  

 

The code below has to be included in every page of the website in order to stop the user from 

skipping this stage if trying to access to the website without logging in (Figure 9). 

 

 

Figure 9 
<?php 

session_start(); 

if ( !isset($_SESSION['username']) ) 

{ 

header('Location: index.php'); 

exit(); 

} 
 

Finally, the user has to log out so that nobody else can use the website without permission (Figure 

10). 

The user will be redirected to the log in form. 

 

Figure 10 
<?php 

session_start(); 

session_destroy(); 

header("Location:index.php"); 

exit(); 

?> 
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4.2. The Header and the Footer 

The whole website consists exclusively of PHP files, apart from the CSS file that gives its appearance. 

The use of PHP gives dynamism to the websites. In other words, code from other files can be used in 

order to build the same structure in many pages, avoiding writing the mention code over and over 

again.  For example, there is only one header and one footer for all of the pages (Figure 11). 

 

 

Figure 11 
<!DOCTYPE html> 

<!--[if lt IE 7]>      <html class="no-js lt-ie9 lt-ie8 lt-ie7"> <![endif]-

-> 

<!--[if IE 7]>         <html class="no-js lt-ie9 lt-ie8"> <![endif]--> 

<!--[if IE 8]>         <html class="no-js lt-ie9"> <![endif]--> 

<!--[if gt IE 8]><!--> <html class="no-js"> <!--<![endif]--> 

    <head> 

        <meta charset="utf-8"> 

        <meta http-equiv="X-UA-Compatible" content="IE=edge,chrome=1"> 

        <title>The website for fans of Thriller and Suspense Movies</title> 

        <meta name="description" content=""> 

        <meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width"> 

 

        <!-- Link to the Css global file that contains the general 

appereance of all the pages --> 

  <link rel='stylesheet' href='global.css'/> 

    </head> 

<body>  

  <div id='main'> <!-- main container --> 

  <div id='header'> <!-- div header that contains the navigation 

bar menu--> 

   <h1>University Student Records</h1> 

   <ul id='nav'> 

    <li><a href='index.php'>Home</a></li> 

    <li><a href='units.php'>Units</a>    

    </li> 

    <li><a href='students.php'>Students</a> 

    </li> 

    <li><a href='displaycourse.php'>Courses</a> 

    </li> 

   </ul> 

  </div>  

  <div class='clear'></div> 

  <div class='general'> 

 

 

The header contains the full head tag, the opening body tag, the opening div ‘main’ tag, the h1 tag 

that gives title to the website, the list that contains the navigation bar and the opening div ‘general’ 

tag. 
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The Footer closes the tags that where not closed in the header such as the div ‘main’ and shows, in 

this case, a message in every page (Figure 12). 

 

Figure 12 
<div class='clear'></div> <!-- div clear that prevents below divs to 

invade above divs area -->    

   <div id='footer'>   

    <p> Website developed by Ari Lopez for Computing 

with Networking Course year 2, 2012-2013</p>     

    

   </div> <!-- Close div footer--> 

  </div> <!-- Close div main --> 

 </body> 

</html> 

 

 

 

Both files are displayed in the others pages by using the PHP method require_once (Figure 13). 

 

Figure 13 
<?php 

//require the header 

require_once('header.php');  

 

//require the connectiosn with the database 

require_once('dbcon.php'); 

 

echo "<p>Welcome to the online university management website. Use the 

navigation bar to access to courses, students or units. 

You can also, add, delete or update them.</p>"; 

 

 

//require the footer 

require_once('footer.php');  

?> 
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4.3. The database Connection 

A file to enable the administrator to connect to the database in order to manipulate data is called 

every time that the mentioned connection is required, following the same logic as in the previous 

chapter (Figure 14). 

 

Figure 14 

Dbcon.php content 
<?php 

$con = mysql_connect("localhost","administrator","love546computing"); 

if (!$con) 

  { 

  die('Could not connect: ' . mysql_error()); 

  } 

 

mysql_select_db("dwd", $con); 

?> 
Callingthe dbcon.php in other pages 

//require the connectiosn with the database 

require_once('dbcon.php'); 

 

 

4.4. Displaying Data from the Database 

First of all, the mysql_query () method is used to carry out the necessary query. The result is checked 

in order to display a message in the event that the query does not work (Figure 15). 

 

Figure 15 
$result = mysql_query("SELECT * FROM Course"); 

if (!$result) { // add this check. 

    die('Invalid query: ' . mysql_error()); 

} 

 

 

Secondly, a <h2> is displayed to title the page. Then, the table that will contain the data is set up 

followed by its table headers (Figure 16). 

 

Figure 16 
echo "<h2>Courses</h2>"; 

 

echo "<table border='1'> 

<tr> 

<th>Course ID</th> 

<th>Course Name</th> 

<th>Campus</th> 

</tr>"; 
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Thirdly, the function mysql_fetch_array() converts the query into a multi-dimensional array that 

contains the data with rows and columns. The variable that contains the array is used to populate 

the table data tags of the table which are inside a while loop. The name of the database columns 

headers are used as indexes that will fill in all the rows that the query contains and will not stop until 

all the data is inserted by using a while loop (Figure 16). 

 

Figure 16 
while($row = mysql_fetch_array($result)) 

  { 

  echo "<tr>"; 

  echo "<td>" . $row['CourseID']. "</td>"; 

  echo "<td>" . $row['Name'] . "</td>"; 

  echo "<td>" . $row['Campus'] . "</td>"; 

  echo "<td> 

 
Result 
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4.5. Sending Variables to Other Pages 

In order to implement dynamism on a website, it is essential to send information from one page to 

another. For example, to display the list of students of and specific course, a reference about the 

course has to be sent. The methods used in this website for that purpose are POST mainly, since it is 

more secure, and GET in some occasions due to its convenience. 

 

One way used is to embed a variable in an anchor tag, right after the page address that will be 

loaded by clicking on the link displayed on the website (Figure 17). 

 

Figure 17 
<a 

href='displayunit.php?courseid=".$row['CourseID']."&coursename=".$row['Name

']."'>Units</a></td>"; 

  echo "<td><a  

 

The variable will be retrieved by using the $_GET method (Figure 18).  

 

Figure 18 
$courseid = $_GET['courseid']; 
 

Thanks to this reference to the course a query showing the units of this course can be carried out 

(Figure 19).  

 

Figure 19 
$result = mysql_query("select unit.unitID, name, credits  

from unit, course_content 

where unit.unitID = course_content.unitid 

and course_content.courseID = '".$courseid."'"); 
 

The other way used in this website is to include the variables in forms. The form must be named 

with the attribute ‘name’ and a value given with the attribute ‘value’. Furthermore, it is possible to 

use hidden forms defined with the attribute type. Thus, as many variables as needed can be send 

from a form (Figure 20). 

 

Figure 20 
echo "<form class='form' action='updateunit.php' method='post'> 

 <p><label for='unitnameupdate'>Unit Name:</label><input type='text' 

name='unitnameupdate' value='".$row['Name']."'></p> 

 <p><label for='creditsupdate'>Credits:</label><input type='text' 

name='creditsupdate' value='".$row['Credits']."'></p> 

 <input type='hidden' name='unitidupdate' value='".$row['UnitID']."'> 

 <p><button type='submit' id='form-submit'>Update</button></p> 

</form>"; 
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The values sent to the next page will be retrieved by using the $_POST method (Figure 21).  

 

Figure 21 
$unitnameupdate = $_POST['unitnameupdate']; 

$creditsupdate = $_POST['creditsupdate']; 

$unitidupdate = $_POST['unitidupdate']; 

 

4.6. Adding Information 

There are several ways in this website to add information to the database. The most common one is 

the use of text forms.  An example of how to add a course is shown next. 

 

Firstly, a form is needed to enter the course name and Campus (Figure 22). 

 

Figure 22 
<?php require_once('header.php'); ?>  

 

<h2>Add Course</h2> 

  

<form class='form' action='insertcourse.php' method='post'> 

 <p><label for='coursename'>Name:</label><input type='text' 

name='coursename'></p> 

 <p><label for='campus'>Campus:</label><input type='text' 

name='campus'></p> 

 <p><input type="submit" id="form-submit"></p> 

</form> 

 

<?php require_once('footer.php'); ?> 

Result 
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The data entered can be retrieved straight in the query that will insert it into the database by using 

the $_POST method (Figure 23). 

 

Figure 23 
$result = mysql_query("INSERT INTO Course (name, campus) 

VALUES 

('$_POST[coursename]','$_POST[campus]')"); 

 

 

Last, if the query has worked, a screen will dispaly that the course has been added and a link will 

lead the administrator to the starting point (Figure 24). 

 

Figure 24 
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4.7. Deleting information 

Another important feature is the possibility to delete data from the database. For example, student 

that has changed his mind and wants to change his course.  

 

Firstly, the button delete is pressed in the students screen that belong to a specific course, 

Computing with networking in this case (Figure 25). 

 

Figure 25 
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This leads the administrator to the page deletestudentfromcoursecb.php with a combo box where 

can choose the course to delete (Figure 26). 

 

Figure 26 

 
 

 

The value needed to select the students that belong to this course is retrieved and used in the query.  

There is a select tag that will enable the administrator to choose which student has to be deleted.  

The button delete lead to the next PHP page when is pressed (Figure 27). 

 

Figure 27 
<?php 

//require the header 

require_once('header.php');  

 

//require the connectiosn with the database 

require_once('dbcon.php');  

//variables needed for the query 

$courseid = $_POST['deletestudentfromcourse']; 

$coursename = $_POST['coursename']; 

//carry query for this page 

$query = "SELECT studentID, name FROM student where courseID 

='".$courseid."'"; 

// Execute it, or return the error message if there's a problem. 

$result = mysql_query($query) or die(mysql_error()); 

 

$dropdown = "<form method='post' action ='deletestudentfromcourse.php'>"; 

$dropdown .= "<input type='hidden' 

name='courseiddeletestudentfromcoursecombobox' value='".$courseid."'>"; 

$dropdown .= "<select name='deletestudentfromcoursecombobox'>"; 

while($row = mysql_fetch_assoc($result)) { 

  $dropdown .= "\r\n<option 

value='{$row['studentID']}'>{$row['name']}</option>"; 

} 

$dropdown .= "\r\n</select>"; 
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$dropdown .= "<input type='hidden' name='coursename' 

value='".$coursename."'>"; 

$dropdown .= "<input type='submit' value='delete'</input>"; 

$dropdown .= "</form>"; 

 

echo "<h2>Select a student to delete</h2>"; 

echo $dropdown; 

mysql_close($con); 

//require the footer 

require_once('footer.php');  

?> 
 

 

 

The file PHP will carry out an update query that will delete the courseid that links the selected 

student to the course in the student table (Figure 28). 

 

Figure 28 
<?php 

//require the header 

require_once('header.php');  

 

//require the connectiosn with the database 

require_once('dbcon.php'); 

//variables needed for the query  

$studentid = $_POST['deletestudentfromcoursecombobox']; 

$courseid = $_POST['courseiddeletestudentfromcoursecombobox']; 

$coursename = $_POST['coursename']; 

//carry query for this page 

 

$result = mysql_query("Update student SET CourseID = NULL WHERE 

StudentID='".$studentid."'"); 

 

if (!$result) { // add this check. 

    die('Invalid query: ' . mysql_error()); 

} 

 

mysql_close($con); 

 

echo "The selected student has been deleted from the course"; 

 

echo "<br/>"; 

 

echo "<a 

href='displaystudent.php?courseid=".$courseid."&coursename=".$coursename."'

>Back to Students</a>"; 

?> 
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Then, a message stating that the selected student was deleted will be displayed on the screen 

besides a link that will lead to the starting point (Figure 29). 

 

Figure 29 

 
 

 

Back to the student list of the course can be seen that Ari Lopez is not there anymore (Figure 30).  

 

Figure 30 
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4.8. Updating Information 

 

Apart from adding and deleting information, the administrator can also update the database.  

For example, a student has moved and changed their address. The administrator clicks on the 

update link that corresponds to the row of the student chosen (Figure 31). 

 

 

Figure 31 
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The next page will display a form with the current data that belongs to the student (Figure 32). 

 

 

Figure 32 

 
 

 

In order to achieve this, a query using the studentid sent from the previous page is carried out 

(Figure 33). 

 

 

Figure 33 
$result = mysql_query("SELECT * FROM student where 

studentID='".$studentid."'"); 

 

 

 

The results can be seen on the screen because the value of each index is embedded witch PHP in the 

input tags. This is an essential characteristic of the update feature; otherwise the administrator 

would have to fill in all the input forms again as well as the address field which is the only one that 

needs to be modified (Figure 34).  

 

 

Figure 34 
echo 

 "<form class='form' action='studentupdate.php' method='post'> 

 <p><label for='studentnameupdate'>Student Name:</label> <input type='text' 

name='studentnameupdate' value='".$row['Name']."'> 

 <p><label for='studentaddressupdate'>Address:</label><input type='text' 

name='studentaddressupdate' value='".$row['Address']."'> 

 <p><label for='studentphonenumberupdate'>Phone Number:</label> <input 

type='text' name='studentphonenumberupdate' 
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value='".$row['PhoneNumber']."'> 

 <p><label for='studentemailaddress'>Email:</label><input type='text' 

name='studentemailaddress' value='".$row['Email']."'> 

 <input type='hidden' name='studentidupdate' value='".$row['StudentID']."'> 

 <p><button type='submit' id='form-submit'>Update</button></p> 

</form>"; 

 

 

 

Once the required field has been updated a screen confirming it will be displayed with a link that 

leads to the starting point (Figure 35). 

 

 

Figure 35 
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If the detail of the student is clicked back on the student page, it can be seen that the changes has 

been carried out (Figure 36). 

 

Figure 36 

 
 

 

4.9. Dynamic Titles and Links 

 

It is very important on a website to have the feeling that the user knows where he is in every 

moment. In order to achieve this, dynamic titles and links have been implemented. A website where 

is easy to get lost is very awkward and frustrating. 

 

The dynamic titles can be achieved by sending the proper variables from one page to another. For 

example, the course name will be sent to the page that displays the units of that specific course 

(Figure 37). 

 

Figure 37 
  echo "<td><a 

href='displayunit.php?courseid=".$row['CourseID']."&coursename=".$row['Name

']."'>Units</a></td>"; 
 

Then, the variable that contains the course name is embedded in the h2 tag (Figure 38). 

 

Figure 38 
echo "<h2>Units of ".$coursename."</h2>"; 

The same principle applies when it comes to display links that will lead to the proper page. For 

example the starting point page.  
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Therefore, if click on the detail of a unit of computing with networking, a link that will take the user 

back to units is displayed (Figure 39). 

 

Figure 39 

 
 

 

The variable needed to go back to the starting point and display the proper course name are 

inserted in the link (Figure 40). 

 

Figure 40 
echo "<a 

href='displayunit.php?courseid=".$courseid."&coursename=".$coursename."'>Ba

ck to Units</a>"; 
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The page will display the course name in the title (Figure41).  

 

Figure 41 
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4.10. The Attendance Feature 

 
It is possible to register the attendance of the students that belongs to a specific unit of a specific 

course. The list of units of the course Business Computing can be seen below (Figure 42). 

 

 

Figure 42 
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When click on the student attendance button of a specific unit, the administrator will be sent to a 

new page where the students that belong to the unit are displayed. There are two possible to ways 

to get from this page. Either register the student or check its attendance (Figure 43). 

 

Figure 43 

 
 

The register form displays the name of the student, the date (which is the current date by default) 

and the attendance (yes or no). When the form is filled in, click on the button to register the student 

(Figure 44).  

 

Figure 44 
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A screen will display a message confirming that the student has been registered with a link to go 

back to students to carry on with the registration process (Figure 45).  

 

Figure 45 

 
 

If the user can also check the students attendance as mentioned before. A header will specify the 

attendance of the student that is being displayed with the date of registration date and the 

attendance type (Figure 46).  

 

Figure 46 
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5. The Advanced Web Navigation 

 

This chapter will focus on explaining how to create a full course from scratch with units and students 

and how to link them together. 

 

Firstly, create a course (Figure 47). 

 

 

Figure 47 
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Next, create the students that are going to be in the course and units (Figure 48).  

 

Figure 48 

 
 

 

Next, All the units that the course will comprise are created with the unit tool (Figure 49).  

 

 

Figure 49 
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Next, a professor is linked to a specific unit (Figure 50).  

 

 

Figure 50 
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Next, the students have to be linked to the units and the course that they are going to do. 

Once the students have been linked, the next step it to connect the units to Software Engineering 

(Figure 51).  

 

 

 

Figure 52 

 

 
 

 

 

Once this process has been carried out, the lecturers will be able to manage the student attendance. 
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6. Other Features, Forms Layout 

 

It is important to display a neat and tidy layout of the forms in a website that has many ones like this 

one (Figure 52). 

 

Figure 52 

C

 
  

In order to achieve this, the description of the field has to be nested in a label tag with the attribute 

‘for’ what will take the same value as the input tag name.  It is also needed to give a name to every 

‘form’ tag with the attribute ‘class’ in order to modify the appearance in the CSS file (Figure 53). 

 

Figure 53 
echo "<form class='form' action='insertunit.php' method='post'></p> 

 <input type='hidden' name='unitid' value='".$unitid."'> 

 <p><label for='unitname'>Unit Name:</label><input type='text' 

name='unitname'></p> 

 <p><label for='credits'>Credits:</label><input type='text' 

name='credits'></p> 

 <p><label for='day'>Day:</label><input type='text' name='day'></p> 

 <p><label for='starttime'>Start Time:</label><input type='text' 

name='starttime'></p> 

 <p><label for='room'>Room:</label><input type='text' name='room'></p> 

 <p><label for='description'>Description:</label><input type='text' 

name='description'></p> 

 <p><input type='submit' id='form-submit'></p> 

</form>"; 
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Assigning the same value with the ‘min-width’ attribute to all the label tags of the form will align all 

the ‘input’ tags at the same level (Figure 54). 

 

Figure 54 
.form { 
 margin: 0 auto; 

 width: 350px; 

 text-align: left; 

} 

 

.form p label { 
 margin-right: 10px; 

 min-width: 150px; 

 float: left; 

} 

 

.form p input { 
 width: 185px; 

} 

 

.form #form-submit { 
 float: right; 

 width: 80px; 

} 
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7. Page Linkages Diagram 
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8. Database Scripts 

 

--create the user to access to the database 

CREATE USER 'administrator'@'localhost' IDENTIFIED BY 'love546computing'; 

GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON * . * TO 'administrator'@'localhost'; 

FLUSH PRIVILEGES; 

 

--install the database 

create database dwd; 

 

use dwd; 

 

CREATE TABLE webuser 

( 

UserID int NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT, 

Username VARCHAR (30), 

Password VARCHAR (30), 

CONSTRAINT UserID PRIMARY KEY (UserID) 

); 

 

INSERT INTO webuser VALUES ('1', 'administrator','love546computing'); 

 

CREATE TABLE Course 

( 

CourseID int NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT, 

Name VARCHAR (30), 

Campus VARCHAR (30), 

CONSTRAINT CourseID PRIMARY KEY (CourseID) 

); 

 

INSERT INTO Course VALUES ('1','Computing with Networking','Lansdowne'); 

INSERT INTO Course VALUES ('2','Business Computing','Lansdowne'); 

 

 

Create Table Unit 

( 

UnitID int NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT, 

Name VARCHAR (60), 

Credits  VARCHAR(20), 

UnitDay varchar(20), 

StartTime TIME, 

Room varchar(40), 

Description MEDIUMTEXT, 

CONSTRAINT UnitID PRIMARY KEY (UnitID) 

); 

 

INSERT INTO Unit VALUES ('1','IT 

professional','20','Friday','15:00:00','160', 'This unit willl provide an 

understanding of organisational contexts of structure, design, change 

problems and law/ethics/professionalism, and personal contexts involving 

inter-personal, transferable and team skills.'); 

INSERT INTO Unit VALUES ('2','Computers & 

Networks','20','Friday','15:00:00','160', 'You will gain a sound foundation 

that will enhance your ability to cope with the demands of the programme, 

encourage self-awareness, planning and reflection whilst identifying and 

improving the pre-requisite skills set required for successful 

employability in the global environment.'); 
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INSERT INTO Unit VALUES ('3','Database Systems 

1','20','Friday','15:00:00','160', 'The aim of this unit is to understand 

the issues involved in the use and development of relational databases, and 

to develop practical expertise in Structured Query Language and the 

application of the database design techniques Entity-Relationship Modeling 

and normalization. The unit provides the underpinning for the Level I unit 

Data Management.'); 

INSERT INTO Unit VALUES ('4','Computer Programming 

1','20','Friday','15:00:00','160', 'The aim of this unit is to provide the 

fundamental skills and understanding of algorithm construction in a modern 

programming language, and to develop your skills in this area, so that you 

will be able to write well designed, well structured, and adequately tested 

programs that meet given specifications, using a single programming 

language to industry standards.'); 

INSERT INTO Unit VALUES ('5','Systems Analysis & 

Design','20','Friday','15:00:00','160', 'You will develop an understanding 

of the operations of business systems including the communication, storage 

and processing of data and information and to develop the capability to 

devise solutions to simple business information problems.'); 

INSERT INTO Unit VALUES ('6','Web 

Development','20','Friday','15:00:00','160', 'You will develop a critical 

view of information presented on the World Wide Web. You will be introduced 

and become confident in the use of commercial web design programs and 

evaluate the use of graphics and multimedia and evolving web 

technologies.'); 

INSERT INTO Unit VALUES ('7','Mobile & Games 

Development','20','Friday','15:00:00','160', 'You will develop a critical 

understanding of a range mobile technologies together with practical 

experience of their installation and configuration. You will explore the 

use of scripting and programming languages to code mobile applications and 

detailed use of a development platform.'); 

INSERT INTO Unit VALUES ('8','Dynamic Web 

Development','20','Friday','15:00:00','160', 'You will develop a critical 

understanding of web services and the use of server-side scripting 

techniques to create dynamic web-based applications. The unit includes 

topics from the Databases, Document Processing and Web-based Computing 

components of the QAA Computing benchmark.'); 

INSERT INTO Unit VALUES ('9','Local Area 

Networks','20','Friday','15:00:00','160', 'The aim is to examine the goals 

and design of LAN switched communications networks and the models developed 

to aid the understanding of these networks. The concepts and practices of 

virtual LANs and virtual LANs over computer networks will be introduced to 

provide a framework for consideration of communication, traffic and 

security aspects and the technologies available. We will examine the 

opportunities and problems opened up by such technologies.'); 

INSERT INTO Unit VALUES ('10','Systems Analysis & Design 

2','20','Friday','15:00:00','160', 'This unit will provide a framework and 

enable you to apply techniques for the Object-Oriented Analysis & Design of 

systems for business process improvement. Additionally, you will explore 

the problems associated with traditional systems development and examine 

other approaches and frameworks. This involves a) examining different 

development environments including CASE tools and prototyping, and b) the 

development of different computer system architectures, which provide 

business improvements for operational and management information.'); 

INSERT INTO Unit VALUES ('11','Computer Programming 

2','20','Friday','15:00:00','160', 'The aim of this unit is to build on the 

Computer Programming 1 unit and examine advanced Object Oriented concepts 

covering design, programming and testing. More complex applications will be 

developed exploring database connectivity, GUI and web interfaces. The unit 

will also consider a number of programming languages and assess their 

benefits in differing contexts.'); 
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INSERT INTO Unit VALUES ('12','Work Based 

Project','20','Friday','15:00:00','160', 'At the end of this unit you will 

be able to develop and apply an understanding of the issues involved in 

project management and team working. This unit is the final integrative 

unit and will provide you with the opportunity to draw upon and combine the 

skills and knowledge developed in the course, in order to provide a 

solution to a systems development problem undertaken for an external 

client.'); 

INSERT INTO Unit VALUES ('13','Business 

Planning','20','Friday','15:00:00','160', 'During this unit you will 

analyse marketing/financial issues involved in and affecting the operation 

and management of a business unit within a business. You will develop an 

understanding of project management goals and be able to break a project 

into its constituent activities and determine relevant resources and 

costs.You will explore how to apply various project management tools and 

techniques for the successful completion of IT projects within an 

organisation.'); 

INSERT INTO Unit VALUES ('14','Online Business 

Applications','20','Friday','15:00:00','160', 'The internet has changed the 

way that many firms do business, and has made new business models possible. 

The aim of this module is to examine some of these trends in resource 

management and changing workflows, and to look at the technologies and 

protocols upon which new systems can be built – Service Oriented 

Architectures, web services, XML and associated security standards.'); 

INSERT INTO Unit VALUES ('15','Database Systems 

2','20','Friday','15:00:00','160', 'An essential characteristic of success 

is the ability to handle people effectively. An integral aspect is the 

ability to motivate self and other people to work effectively, and this 

requires highly developed personal and inter-personal skills. This unit 

draws on social psychology and the theory to examine aspects of human 

behavior relevant to this process.'); 

 

 

Create Table Course_Content 

( 

CourseID int, 

UnitID int, 

CONSTRAINT composite_key_Course_Content PRIMARY KEY (CourseID, UnitID), 

CONSTRAINT courseID_Course_Content FOREIGN KEY (CourseID) REFERENCES Course 

(CourseID) on delete cascade, 

CONSTRAINT unitID_Course_Content FOREIGN KEY (UnitID) REFERENCES Unit 

(UnitID) on delete cascade 

); 

 

INSERT INTO Course_Content VALUES ('1','1'); 

INSERT INTO Course_Content VALUES ('1','2'); 

INSERT INTO Course_Content VALUES ('1','3'); 

INSERT INTO Course_Content VALUES ('1','4'); 

INSERT INTO Course_Content VALUES ('1','5'); 

INSERT INTO Course_Content VALUES ('1','6'); 

INSERT INTO Course_Content VALUES ('1','7'); 

INSERT INTO Course_Content VALUES ('1','8'); 

INSERT INTO Course_Content VALUES ('1','9'); 

INSERT INTO Course_Content VALUES ('1','10'); 

INSERT INTO Course_Content VALUES ('1','11'); 

INSERT INTO Course_Content VALUES ('1','12'); 

INSERT INTO Course_Content VALUES ('2','1'); 

INSERT INTO Course_Content VALUES ('2','2'); 

INSERT INTO Course_Content VALUES ('2','3'); 

INSERT INTO Course_Content VALUES ('2','4'); 

INSERT INTO Course_Content VALUES ('2','5'); 
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INSERT INTO Course_Content VALUES ('2','6'); 

INSERT INTO Course_Content VALUES ('2','13'); 

INSERT INTO Course_Content VALUES ('2','14'); 

INSERT INTO Course_Content VALUES ('2','15'); 

INSERT INTO Course_Content VALUES ('2','10'); 

INSERT INTO Course_Content VALUES ('2','11'); 

INSERT INTO Course_Content VALUES ('2','12'); 

 

 

CREATE TABLE Professor 

( 

ProfessorID int NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT, 

ProfessorName VARCHAR(30), 

BirthDate DATE, 

Address VARCHAR (60), 

PhoneNumber VARCHAR (20), 

Email VARCHAR (60), 

CONSTRAINT ProfessorID PRIMARY KEY (ProfessorID) 

); 

 

INSERT INTO Professor VALUES ('1', 'Kevin Wilson', '1965-12-01','talbot 

road', '06677889911', 'kevinwilson@example.com' ); 

INSERT INTO Professor VALUES ('2', 'Robert Stanley', '1966-11-01','london 

road', '03377889911', 'robertstanley@example.com' ); 

INSERT INTO Professor VALUES ('3', 'Gernot Liebchen', '1978-12-05','silver 

road', '06677229911', 'gernotliebchen@example.com' ); 

INSERT INTO Professor VALUES ('4', 'Pamela Scott', '1967-12-01','gold 

road', '08877889911', 'pamelascott@example.com' ); 

INSERT INTO Professor VALUES ('5', 'Nick Rowe', '1963-12-01','platinum 

road', '08877889933', 'nickrowe@example.com' ); 

 

 

Create Table Professor_Schedule 

( 

ProfessorID int, 

UnitID int, 

CourseYear YEAR (4), 

CONSTRAINT composite_key_Professor_Schedule PRIMARY KEY (ProfessorID, 

UnitID, CourseYear), 

CONSTRAINT ProfessorID_Professor_Schedule FOREIGN KEY (ProfessorID) 

REFERENCES Professor (ProfessorID) on delete cascade, 

CONSTRAINT UnitID_Professor_Schedule FOREIGN KEY (UnitID) REFERENCES Unit 

(UnitID)  on delete cascade 

); 

 

INSERT INTO Professor_Schedule VALUES ('1','3','2012'); 

INSERT INTO Professor_Schedule VALUES ('1','6','2012'); 

INSERT INTO Professor_Schedule VALUES ('1','7','2012'); 

INSERT INTO Professor_Schedule VALUES ('1','8','2012'); 

INSERT INTO Professor_Schedule VALUES ('2','4','2012'); 

INSERT INTO Professor_Schedule VALUES ('2','5','2012'); 

INSERT INTO Professor_Schedule VALUES ('2','10','2012'); 

INSERT INTO Professor_Schedule VALUES ('2','11','2012'); 

INSERT INTO Professor_Schedule VALUES ('3','2','2012'); 

INSERT INTO Professor_Schedule VALUES ('3','9','2012'); 

INSERT INTO Professor_Schedule VALUES ('3','15','2012'); 

INSERT INTO Professor_Schedule VALUES ('4','1','2012'); 

INSERT INTO Professor_Schedule VALUES ('4','12','2012'); 

INSERT INTO Professor_Schedule VALUES ('4','13','2012'); 

INSERT INTO Professor_Schedule VALUES ('3','14','2012'); 

INSERT INTO Professor_Schedule VALUES ('5','9','2011'); 
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INSERT INTO Professor_Schedule VALUES ('5','2','2011'); 

 

 

Create Table Student 

( 

StudentID int NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT, 

Name VARCHAR (30), 

Address VARCHAR (60), 

PhoneNumber VARCHAR (20), 

Email VARCHAR (60), 

CourseID int,  

CONSTRAINT StudentID PRIMARY KEY (StudentID), 

CONSTRAINT CourseID_Student FOREIGN KEY (CourseID) REFERENCES Course 

(CourseID) on delete cascade 

); 

 

INSERT INTO Student VALUES ('1', 'Ari Lopez', '64 Christchurch Road', 

'07766188328', 'arijlopex@gmail.com', '1'); 

INSERT INTO Student VALUES ('2', 'Luke Williams', 'Rose Street', 

'07766558328', 'Lukewilliams@gmail.com', '1'); 

INSERT INTO Student VALUES ('3', 'Ruth Shepperd', 'Daisy Street', 

'07766558366', 'Ruth@gmail.com', '1'); 

INSERT INTO Student VALUES ('4', 'John Wright', 'Daisy Street', 

'07766558366', 'Ruth@gmail.com', '1'); 

INSERT INTO Student VALUES ('5', 'Dan Mason', 'Flower Street', 

'07476558366', 'Dan@gmail.com', '1'); 

INSERT INTO Student VALUES ('6', 'Ron Williams', 'Sunflower Street', 

'07766558096', 'Ron@gmail.com', '2'); 

INSERT INTO Student VALUES ('7', 'Albert Bush', 'Lion Street', 

'07766512366', 'Albert@gmail.com', '2'); 

INSERT INTO Student VALUES ('8', 'Abbey Smith', 'Bear Street', 

'07476558765', 'Abbey@gmail.com', '2'); 

INSERT INTO Student VALUES ('9', 'Robert Finley', 'Dog Street', 

'07923558366', 'Robert@gmail.com', '2'); 

INSERT INTO Student VALUES ('10', 'James Cloney', 'Tiger Street', 

'07152558366', 'James@gmail.com', '2'); 

 

 

 

Create Table Student_Schedule 

( 

UnitID int, 

StudentID int, 

CourseYear year(4), 

CouseworkMarks Smallint null, 

ExamMarks Smallint null, 

CONSTRAINT composite_key_Student_Schedule PRIMARY KEY (UnitID, StudentID, 

CourseYear), 

CONSTRAINT UnitID_Student_Schedule FOREIGN KEY (UnitID) REFERENCES Unit 

(UnitID) on delete cascade, 

CONSTRAINT StudentID_Student_Schedule FOREIGN KEY (StudentID) REFERENCES 

Student (StudentID) on delete cascade 

); 

 

INSERT INTO student_schedule VALUES ('1','1','2012', 65, 65); 

INSERT INTO student_schedule VALUES ('1','2','2012', 80, 80); 

INSERT INTO student_schedule VALUES ('1','3','2012', 90, 65); 

INSERT INTO student_schedule VALUES ('1','4','2012', 65, 90); 

INSERT INTO student_schedule VALUES ('1','5','2012', 100, 65); 

INSERT INTO student_schedule VALUES ('1','6','2012', 65, 75); 

INSERT INTO student_schedule VALUES ('1','7','2012', 55, 65); 
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INSERT INTO student_schedule VALUES ('1','8','2012', 65, 61); 

INSERT INTO student_schedule VALUES ('1','9','2012', 100, 65); 

INSERT INTO student_schedule VALUES ('1','10','2012', 40, 65); 

INSERT INTO student_schedule VALUES ('2','1','2012', 65, 65); 

INSERT INTO student_schedule VALUES ('2','2','2012', 80, 80); 

INSERT INTO student_schedule VALUES ('2','3','2012', 90, 65); 

INSERT INTO student_schedule VALUES ('2','4','2012', 65, 90); 

INSERT INTO student_schedule VALUES ('2','5','2012', 100, 65); 

INSERT INTO student_schedule VALUES ('2','6','2012', 65, 75); 

INSERT INTO student_schedule VALUES ('2','7','2012', 55, 65); 

INSERT INTO student_schedule VALUES ('2','8','2012', 65, 61); 

INSERT INTO student_schedule VALUES ('2','9','2012', 100, 65); 

INSERT INTO student_schedule VALUES ('2','10','2012', 40, 65); 

 

 

Create Table Register_Student 

( 

RegisterID int NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT, 

RegisterDate date, 

Attendance varchar(3), 

StudentID int, 

UnitID int, 

CONSTRAINT RegisterID PRIMARY KEY (RegisterID), 

CONSTRAINT StudentID_Register_Student FOREIGN KEY (StudentID) REFERENCES 

Student (StudentID) on delete cascade, 

CONSTRAINT UnitID_Register_Student FOREIGN KEY (UnitID) REFERENCES Unit 

(UnitID) on delete cascade 

); 

 


